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ABSTRACT In this paper, an adaptive image calibration technique suitable for cultural heritage surveillance
in controlled environments is proposed. Heritage pieces, as objects important to conserve, are prone to
degradation and thus in the need of a constant watch in order to assess the moment where maintenance is
required, preferably in a non-invasive way. By means of a crowdsourcing approach, we take as surveillance
cues the pictures visitors take of the piece under surveillance to avoid the need of a permanent human effort
on monitoring. In this paper we propose a novel image calibration approach destined to monitor the state
of a cultural heritage piece taking as information cues photographs of different sources. Our technique aims
to surpass the colorimetry difference between pictures taken by different cameras, performing an adaptive
linear interpolation having a given display with a set of colours as reference values, thus transforming the
initial colour space of any picture to a fixed one. This is performed in the RGB domain. Lastly, the pictures
are transformed to the CIELAB space to extract the colour coordinates and measure the overall objective
quality of the calibration. Acting like this allows the heritage monitoring of its possible degradation along
time in an effective way without incurring in expensive resources.

INDEX TERMS Heritage science, crowdsourcing, cultural heritage preservation, digital image processing,
calibration, colour science.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cultural heritage, as a concept, is minted by UNESCO as the
cultural attributes that are inherited from the past to our cur-
rent society [1]. In recent times people have grown conscious
of the importance of our cultural heritage and duties of safe-
guarding responsibility have been acknowledged. Important
movements have been formed around this aim, establishing
codes and rules on an international level. The progressive
digitalisation of society and growing interest in multimedia
content has allowed to develop the heritage preservation sci-
ence [2], [3]. Due to the visual nature of monuments and
objects, the multimedia information technology is widely
employed. A huge fraction of the world’s population is in pos-
session of a cellphone, which enables the existence of a global
array of information sources; and is considered today as a
potential analytical instrument [4], [5]. Recent papers have
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been observing the possible benefits of gathering informa-
tion by crowdsourcing on heritage science [6], [7]. Amongst
the different approaches and orientations, the collection of
user-generated information and pictures is included [8], [9],
which is interesting to ponder enabling on any object sus-
ceptible of deterioration and, thus, with a need for constant
surveillance and maintenance [10]. Colour is an indicator of
the chemical and physical status of matter [11]. Many kinds
of matter change colour on their surface when they are under
corruption or in damaging environments [12], for instance
under oxidation or corrosion cases [13], [14], so visual and
colour information can give important cues about when to
apply maintenance on heritage pieces.

Cameras are built in correspondence to the human visual
system [15], [16] and digital pictures that represent the
acquired visual information are usually to be found repre-
sented in the RGB colour space [17]. Colour and its repre-
sentations are an important source of visual information in
pictures and video.When visitors pay visit to a heritage piece,
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the pictures they may take on its installation (even without
flash) can be used by maintenance employers as cues to get
information on its state as part of the Preventive Maintenance
Plan without a need to personally control everything by them-
selves, which can be expensive in time [8]. Nevertheless,
due to differences in fabrication or physical characteristics
of the components of the acquisition devices, the images
resulting by photographing the same scene with independent
cameras may look different to the same human [18]. If during
a visit every obtainable picture is taken by a different visitor,
it is assumed that they will be originated from different
cameras, and thus the resulting visual information may be
different even if taken at the samemoment and under the same
lighting conditions. Thus, an homogenisation of the visual
information, such as colour, is needed in order to perform
the maintenance task correctly [17]. Then employees could
trust the information regardless of its origin and effectively
recognize when some piece needs to be taken care of by
judging on the supplied data. Since here it is assumed that
camera calibration cannot be performed due to impossibility
to access the devices of third parties, it should be done after
the acquisition and before the information storage.

Hereby, this paper aims to expose an improving focus
on image processing to adapt crowdsourced information for
cultural heritage maintenance in controlled environments.
Previously published papers practiced photography processes
without any further operation, or a simple white balancing,
and they threw a study on the variability and stability of
the information between images of different cameras by tak-
ing difference and tolerance measures [10] of the CIELAB
colour coordinates of the pieces under observation. CIELAB
is widely employed as an accurate colour specification space
in heritage science [14], [19]. Our work proposes adaptive
operations of global calibration that aim to improve the per-
formance by homogenising any set of crowdsourced pictures
acquired of a defined display, consisting of a colour checker-
board and indicatingmaterial tags, located next to the heritage
piece under observation in a controlled lighting environment.
In a similar context to [20], the ending color coordinates of
the material tags in CIELAB are then extracted as a means of
obtaining their chromatic information.We base the evaluation
of the quality of our results on the measures of recent works
of analogous approach like [10] and [21], and our results
show that our approach improves the stability and quality of
the information for future real applications. Effectively, our
proposal is thus suitable for recognizing colour changes on
matter, and thus its degradation, alongside time and judging
the necessity of maintenance of the piece in question in a
non-invasive way. Related approaches [14] show that with a
single valid retrieved colour cue on daily or weekly basis it
should be enough for an effective surveillance.

The following text is thus structured in this way: In the sec-
ond section a state-of-art is outlined. The third section throws
an outline and a chain of operations that shed light on the
practical application of colorimetry for casual users, seeking
easiness of understanding. The information given culminates

in our proposal; the fourth section presents the experimental
scenario and its procedure, described in a degree of detail and
justifying the taken decisions. In the last section, the results
are explained and their implications discussed.

II. RELATED WORKS
Under today’s scope, Cultural Heritage Preservation has
become a hot topic. The existing national or global initiatives
see in it an array of opportunities regarding it. The digital
horizon plays a big role in this circumstance. The adminis-
tration of today’s countries and political entities regard the
promotion of cultural heritage preservation as a part of their
activities. There exist initiatives in a national level in many
parts of the world [7], [22] that consider technology and
the digital conjuncture as an opportunity to ease heritage
preservation in different manners and, alongside, draw the
interest of the general public to it. Even entities like the
European Commission have taken these considerations into
account, bringing Cultural Heritage Preservation as a part of
their Horizon 2020 program (the EU Framework Program for
Research and Innovation) due to its potential in research
possibilities [8], [23]. There exist several kinds of proposed
state-of-art focuses to obtain relevant data for the prosecuted
aims [14]. Crowdsourcing is the most interesting due to its
potential for scientific researches [24], [25], spanning differ-
ent approaches for the possible distinct aspects of cultural
heritage preservation [6].

Monitoring technology, e.g. surveillance of an object by
means of capturing devices, can be introduced as a part
of heritage science by adding new features to improve its
process. A traditional monitoring is performed by means of
strategically placed devices. However, due to the technol-
ogy improvements, it is possible to employ data from third
parties, such as visitors to the heritage site, to help surveil-
lance [9], [14]. This can be used in combination with the
system installed by the surveillance organism [26].

When summoning third parties for using their supplied
information for heritage maintenance, its data can be of any
nature, from writings to statistics, opinions and even taken
images or measured ambient conditions [7], [8]. Involving
people in the preservation of cultural heritage is a method
with more recurrence every time [19]. By involving people
in the task it may serve as a stimulus to pique their interest
towards the object in question [27], supported by the easiness
to obtain information, and help them feel as an important part
of the preservation process [9], [28]. Gamification schemes
and dedicated crowdsourcing platforms which enhance user
experience and interactivity while collecting important data
for preservation and monitoring are likely to be attractive to
third parties, and thus helpful for the heritage maintenance
task [3], [8]. Frequently, those platforms also include a pro-
cessing system of variable complexity destined to analyse the
gathered data for the desired usages and goals [3], [9].

In the current times there has been some research with
successful experiments involving crowdsourced information
destined to help preservation [5], especially regarding control
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and surveillance [20]. This means that, rather that doing
traditional preventive maintenance, having a supply of infor-
mation coming from third parties helps having a constant
knowledge of the status of a heritage piece; this can lead to
discarding worries and preventive maintenance resources in
favour of knowing the moment of repairing.

Of the supplied crowdsourced information, image data
are likely to be helpful when dealing with heritage preser-
vation [29]. Amongst all the kinds of image data avail-
able, information related to colour and colorimetry is been
regarded as significant when inspecting art pieces and objects
exposed in museums, as a non invasive method [30]. Stan-
dards for conservation of works of art, in fact, incorporate sur-
face colorimetric analysis to acknowledge potential changes
in a chemical composition level of pieces of interest [12],
due to the science involved behind it [31], [32]. Research
works involving third party colorimetric data for monitoring
of exhibition pieces and monuments have been published,
supporting the interest in this field [13].

Mainly, the considered research works employ crowd-
sourced data from cellphones of third-party users as supply
for the control task [10], [29]. There, they assess that taking
pictures of the visitors to a heritage piece and extracting
colorimetric information after performing some needed pre-
processes is a satisfactory manner of evaluating the status of a
monitored object, while being a non-invasive approach at the
same time [20]. They also state the importance of CIELAB
colorimetric information for their purposes and the observa-
tion of employing simple, minimal calibration processes [19].
Whilst calibration of the images is necessary in order to
start from a common ground after obtaining images with
different characteristics from different sources, an excessive
calibration process may result in a hurdle to achieve an exact,
accurate result due to a potential addition to random chemical
uncertainty of chromatic change in objects.

In these works the final CIELAB coordinates are bound
to be used as objective measures. Since the image infor-
mation is obtained there by objective physical means, e.g.
spectrometers, the analysis of the results must be coherent
in a way of being assumed as absolute and unbiased. How-
ever, as visual information is perceptual, there exist different
approaches for camera homogenisation that evaluate their
results employing measures taking perception into account,
such as SSIM or the S-CIELAB model (named by some
authors Color Image Difference – CID), after performing the
needed corrections between samples [21], [33]. Depending
on the scientific application either one of the approaches is
correct. Concretely, for the need of a surveillance alongside a
period of time where a given reference is the subject of com-
parison, an objective, general measure and its evolution are
more suitable to be observed. Works with a similar approach
assure the importance of objective measures [34].

Effectively and taking this into account, in this paper we
propose an alternative to the works described in [10] and [29].
It also acts as a starting point where further research and

improvement based on more refined mathematical processes
can take place with ease in a near future.

III. DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS
A. COLOUR SPACE IN THEORETICAL TERMS
Pictures, as sources of colorimetric information that have
to correspond with the human visual perception, are nor-
mally found represented in colour spaces that match it. The
CIE1931 RGB colour space [35] is a mathematical conven-
tion for representing colour in a manner faithful to the human
perception and with a certain ease of operation. It describes,
therefore, a three-dimensional Cartesian-like space, in which
each possible colour stimulus, defined as a point in said space,
could be composed as a weighted sum of the different red,
green and blue matching coordinates.

Also Cartesian-like is CIE1931 XYZ. XYZ can be
described as an analytical and intermediate colour space but
not a representation-oriented one. Its generic nature makes
it device-independent and a common ground for calculations
and modifications on colour without the bias and limitations
technology and perception impose to RGB. It is considered a
‘‘master’’ space, since it is directly derived from the equations
describing the physical colour spectre by matching stimuli,
and other spaces can be deduced out of it. It is also based
in three stimuli due to the initial mathematical conception
of light perception, but unlike RGB, it’s not a perceptual
colour space. TheX,Y and Z stimuli arematching values, that
describe any possible colour, lightness information included.
Even existing but not perceivable colour tones (imaginary
colours) can be described within this space. Of its three
stimuli and components, Y is a photometric quantity and
represents lightness information or luminance, while X and Z
are imaginary, parametric derivations of red, green and blue
whose values depend on Y’s [35]. The equations to move
between RGB and XYZ spaces are detailed in section III-C.

Due to its variable parametric nature, the shape of the
visible range in CIE1931 XYZ space has no clear, recog-
nisable general appearance in its Cartesian representation.
Nevertheless, by establishing certain values for the adequate
parameters, a solid-like representation can be achieved where
the array of visible colours can be found and classified. Those
are effectively shared with other related spaces, including
RGB. The XYZ coordinates are analytically related between
them. Therefore, a simpler representation can be achieved if
one of the coordinates, like Z, is described as a composition
of the other two as z = 1 − x − y (being all the terms
the normalized coordinates with respect to the total sum),
effectively reaching a two-dimensional space. This variant is
called the xy space, where x and y are normalizations of XY
given a specific luminance value Y. x and y are also called
chromaticity coordinates, and this two-dimensional planar
space defines the perceptual colour information for any pos-
sible colour tone isolated from luminance. This is commonly
known as the CIE xy colour plane or chromaticity plane, and
it serves as basis for the further developed colour spaces.
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When luminance information is desired, the xyY colour space
can be built. In this representation, the plane is expanded as a
three-dimensional non-regular solid that locates in space the
all possible chromaticity and luminance combinations for the
human perception (figure 1 Left).

FIGURE 1. Left: xyY solid as an extension of the xy plane. Right: xyY solid
of the sRGB gamut, intersection of the complete xyY solid with the sRGB
gamut triangle. Source: [36].

The CIE1931 spaces establish the relationship between
colours in a non-uniformmanner. This means, when the mag-
nitude of the algebraic distance between two colour points in
a CIE1931 space is equal to the distance between two other
different points in the same space, the human eyemay not per-
ceive them as the same. The perceived distance varies depend-
ing on the position of the colours in space. Aside, lightness,
like the Y-coordinate, does not share a linear relationship with
chromaticity, which is also something uniformity should sur-
pass [35], making the desired uniform spaces the most similar
ones to an algebraic ideal for managing colour information.
The proposed CIE1976 L*a*b* colour space or CIELAB
is defined by three orthogonal coordinates calculated out of
the XYZ space depending on an established set of reference
coordinates for the white point [37]. It was developedwith the
intention of presenting differences between tones of similar
proportion and magnitude throughout the whole domain, so it
fulfills the need of uniformity. It has been recommended by
CIE as a standard for device-independent space [38]. Within
the L*a*b* components, the L value stands for lightness,
similar to luminance Y but not representing the same infor-
mation, ranging between 0 and 100; and the a* and b* colour
coordinates, that on paper may fluctuate between −120 and
120, represent orthogonal chromatic ranges between comple-
mentary colours [35], [39].

The CIELAB solid of perceivable colour, as described
by its orthogonal Cartesian dimensions, can be observed as
an irregular polyhedron, whose vertices are the coordinates
corresponding to the RGB and YCM primaries and black
and white. The vertical axis of this solid is the L scale, and
the others connect the complementary primaries (figure 2).
Due to the highly non-linear relationship between CIELAB
and the perceptual colour spaces, the coordinates for the pri-
maries are concrete real values. Unlike themaster spaceXYZ,
CIELAB doesn’t conceive imaginary colours because it aims

FIGURE 2. Solid of digitally displayable colours in CIELAB space. Source:
[36].

to bring uniformity to the perceived ones, so its equations
limit every conceivable value outside of the polyhedron to a
point on its surface. There also exist colours and RGB com-
binations humans can perceive that don’t exist in CIELAB’s
domain [40] and thus get clipped to the most similar existing
value.

CIELAB’s characteristics and independence make it suit-
able for analytical operations, transmission and processing
before converting the data to a more presentation-oriented
space. Its usage is especially interesting for calibration tasks,
hence its uniformity and independence that help managing
data from different sources [17], [41].

B. COLOUR INFORMATION IN TECHNOLOGY
When considering the light (as perceptual RGB values)
acquisition of cameras with their optoelectronic block, some
restrictions and limitations are to be encountered that hinder
the ideal management of the visual information. The main
limitation to be encountered is the unavoidable implementa-
tion of a gamma operation that is imposed by the standards
that manage RGB colour usage by digital devices. Whilst this
operation was a necessary step for optimizing the information
during the time cathodic ray tube screens were amply used,
gamma has continued nowadays as a way to facilitate the
acquisition and display of high dynamic ranges images. Its
effects are to be fulfilled during the acquisition in the opto-
electronic devices. Here, the values the digital device operates
with are the real, perceived RGB modified by the imposed
gamma. This operation is also found during presentation by
displays. The displaying device should be presenting RGB
values corresponding to the real, perceivable ones by humans,
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so an inverse gamma operation is performed over the digi-
tal colour information. The middle step that happens in the
device domain, between acquisition and display, forces into a
necessary conversion from a physical signal (real-valued) to a
discrete digital one. Both effects, the device-induced gamma
and the necessary digitisation imply that the explained ideal
mathematical theories of colour can’t be fully translated to
practical cases.

Therefore, the perceived colour information in the physical
world is described inside the device with one of the series
of proposed RGB digital spaces. The certain chosen discrete
space depends usually on one of the digital TV signal stan-
dards in use at international level or, equivalently, on the dig-
ital TV recommendation followed by the camera technology
in usage, since those are the norms that regulate digital colour.
The mentioned gamma operation is defined differently for
each digital RGB space as an exponential correction for the
mathematical RGB values found in real life.

FIGURE 3. CIE chromaticity plane depicting the covered gamuts for sRGB,
DCI-P3 and Display P3 and recommendations BT. 2020 and BT. 2100,
alongside the white points for the CIE standard illuminants with 2◦

deviation D65 and D63. Modified from source: [42].

Digital RGB spaces are relative spaces defined by their pri-
maries. Those are specific red, green and blue hues given by
defined xy coordinates in the chromaticity plane. A triangle
is then formed by connecting those. (figure 3) The colours
in the area within form the variety of colour or gamut that
can be reached to present in a particular digital RGB space
defined by the primaries as vertexes. When representing a
gamut in the xyY space, including luminance, it’s seen as
the intersection of the original xyY solid of the perceivable
colours with a prism of triangular base along the Y axis.
Due to the chromaticity plane being limited by its particular
shape, if it is intended to cover it in its entirety in a single
gamut, the xy coordinates for the primaries should in this case
correspond to imaginary colours, outside of its range [35]
(figure 1 Right).
Any digital RGB space also implies the need of a white

point of reference, so it defines the exact white the maximum
value of the space takes. Usually for RGB digitisations it

is chosen a canonical source of illumination equivalent to
D65 with a standard observer of 2◦ (that is, in front of the
light source and with a perpendicular deviation not bigger
than 2 degrees), considered as the reference white temper-
ature for digital applications by CIE [18], [43]. Values in (1)
represent the xy coordinates for the standard D65 2◦ observer
illuminant. However, other possible white references may be
used. The white point lies in the centre of the gamut triangle
in the xy plane, as seen in figure 3.

xw = 0.3127, yw = 0.329 (1)

Thus, each image pixel represented in a digital RGB-like
colour space is described by a tuple of integer values for
red, green and blue; those define its own tone as its spatial
position in the gamut. The possible value ranges for each
of the three channels, due the necessary discretisation that
comes with a digital signal, lies between 0 and 2n, n being
the number of bits/pixel the image is coded with (in each
independent channel). Thus, the gamut is discretised in 23n

possible channel combinations.
The different standardized proposals of digital RGB varia-

tions differ on the coordinates of their primaries, the area and
plane coverage of their gamuts aside of the distinct gamma
operations. It can be easily seen that, if any digital RGB space
spans in a subset of absolute chromaticity and luminance but
they are equally quantified depending on the number of bits
defined by the device, digital RGB spaces are thus relative to
the device. Their absolute values are then to be found in xyY
or XYZ.

The most widespread implemented RGB digitisation
scheme is called standard RGB or sRGB, whose primaries are
registered in recommendation ITU-RBT.709 [44], adopted as
the standard for High Definition - HD signal in TV. This is the
commonly selected color space for most of the cell-phones
cameras and conventional photographic and video cameras,
with some notable exceptions. Its conception relies on the
desire to have a standard default colour space every high-end
device shares so the communication between them is easy
without incurring in expensive forward and backward trans-
formation operation. Its backwards compatibility and its pos-
sibility of being shared between devices of different fabrica-
tion dates till the most modern ones contribute to that. The
gamut defined in ITU-R BT.709 covers 35.9% of the xy plane
(figure 3) and it is the most followed recommendation as a
consequence of sRGB’s prevalence. Accordingly, the gamma
operation performed by the optoelectronic signal converter
should exactly coincide with the electrical response the CRT
monitors had.: V = L0.45, with γ = 1

2.2 = 0.45, L being the
input light signal and V the voltage signal.

However, the practical implementations of sRGB today
differ slightly to gather the possibility of handling High
Dynamic Range - HDR images according to the human visual
system capabilities. In order to increase sensibility in very
dark values, its corresponding gamma divides itself in two
parts, one for low (where the human eye sensitivity is higher)
and other for high values, as it is described by equations (2)
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and (3) for computer images [45].

γ (q) =
q

12.92
; ∀q =

R
255

,
G
255

,
B
255
≤ 0.04045 (2)

γ (q) =
(q+ 0.055

1.055

)2.4
; ∀q =

R
255

,
G
255

,
B
255

> 0.008856

(3)

In order to obtain the ideal RGB values of a digital image in
sRGB, it is necessary to reverse the effects of the previously
mentioned gamma operation by inverting it.

While Rec. ITU-R BT.709 and sRGB are the most widely
employed options for today’s generalist technology, the com-
mercialization of screens and displays allowing wider colour
gamut imposes new possibilities. Thus, color spaces such
as DCI-P3, initially designed for the film industry and its
professional screenings, start to be employed [46] (figure 3).
Especially of interest is the case for the modern models
of cell-phones, fundamentally those from Apple and more
recently operated Android ones. Since the cameras and
screens, due to the possibility of video watching in any place,
are some of the biggest appeals in phones for consumers
nowadays, the most modern screens are able to bear an
extended color gamut that can match the one employed by the
content. Thus, it makes the ability of displaying information
of DCI-P3 colour possible in a consumer screen.

DCI-P3 shares with sRGB the coordinates for the blue pri-
mary, effectively extending the triangle with the red and green
primaries, obtaining a gamut 25% bigger than sRGB’s [47].
Its exponential gamma has a value of 2,6 and its white ref-
erence resembles more the D63 than the canonical D65 illu-
minant [48]. However, a variation exists, called Display P3,
which uses the sRGB gamma and the D65 white point ref-
erence, effectively making it basically a wider gamut sRGB.
Even a wider gamut is allowed by the UIT-R BT. 2020 recom-
mendation, developed for Ultra High Definition - UHD TV
signal. It covers almost three quarters of the xy plane (75,8%),
without including any imaginary colour in it [49]. Another
recommendation, ITU-R BT.2100 [50], supports HDR UHD
TV signal while utilising the same gamut as ITU-R BT.2020.
The featured table in (1) sums up the most basic information
for the gamuts of the mentioned spaces to be found in the
chromaticity plane.

In this work, sRGB is assumed to be employed due to its
prevalence since it suits for basic and moderately advanced
devices. While Recommendation ITU-R BT.709 imposes a
clipping of the dynamic range, for this application we work
with the full range for 8 or 10 bits, from 0 to 255 (in case
of 8 bits) or from 0 to 1024 (for 10 bits).

C. TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN COLOR SPACES
The work described in this paper aims to recover exact
CIELAB coordinates based on a given set of concrete
colours defined by digitalised RGB information acquired by
cameras.

The first step of this followed transformation process con-
sists in achieving the absolute values in XYZ. Theoretically,

RGB can be transformed to XYZ and vice versa by means
of a linear, biyective application. However, the digital-only
nature of the available sources of visual information means
that this process is expanded: first, it is necessary to convert
the available data from spaces such as sRGB to the canonical
RGB space by means of its inverse gamma operation, as it is
explained in equation (4), and only then perform the linear
application that transforms the three red, green and blue
coordinates to X, Y and Z.

RGBlin = γ−1(sRGB) (4)

being γ the function described by equations 2 and 3.
Thus, this transformation is made up by two steps: a

non-linear and a linear one. This implies that biyectivity,
in the very worst of cases, isn’t always fully guaranteed due to
the unavoidable discretization of the values if it’s too broad.
RGB is defined by its set of integer values. Its digital repre-
sentations, like sRGB, therefore, are also defined by integer
values of red, green and blue to represent every available
colour. However, the gamma operation used to transform
between both spaces produces real numbers. By convention,
in digital environments, the ideal mathematical RGB space,
also called linear RGB due its linear relationship with XYZ,
is represented by the possible range of values between 0
and 1. Since XYZ is a space of real values, allowing the
intermediate linear RGB to feature real too, error by rounding
before applying the gamma is avoided. In order to know
the true RGB value of the according linear RGB and sRGB
colours, it is only needed to multiply the linear RGB coordi-
nates by the maximum channel value 2n, n being the number
of bits/pixel in usage.

The linear RGB to XYZ transformation is achieved by a
matrix multiplication, referenced in equation (5). However,
the matrix coefficients depend on the digital variant of RGB
the image is represented with. The recommendation that
defines the digital RGB in usage indicates which chromaticity
coordinates have to be chosen for calculating the primaries
and reference white in the chromaticity plane. Thus, XYZ
is defined specifically for a given RGB variant knowing its
primary components and its maximum possible value.

The following equations (5) and (6) define the process
from transforming between linear RGB and XYZ [51].
The intermediate square matrix allows the transformation
from an RGB point in space, defined by its R,G and B
values to its counterpart point defined by X ,Y and Z .
Xw,Yw and Zw define the XYZ coordinates for the refer-
ence white point, which usually will be the one defined
by a standardized illuminant. The intermediate parameters
Sr , Sg, Sb,Xr ,Zr ,Xg,Zg,Xb and Zb are calculated using the
expressions (7) and (8) with the chromaticity coordinates
xr , yr , xg, yg, xb and yb for the primaries. Yr ,Yg and Yb are
considered 1 in this transformation.XY

Z

 =
SrXr SgXg SbXb
SrYr SgYg SbYb
SrZr SgZg SbZb

RG
B

 (5)
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TABLE 1. Table depicting the primary xy coordinates for different RGB digitalisations.

SrSg
Sb

 =
Xr Xg Xb
Yr Yg Yb
Zr Zg Zb

−1XwYw
Zw

 (6)

Likewise, in order to obtain the parametric XYZ coordi-
nates for any reference white point Xw,Yw,Zw, when one of
the CIE standardized illuminants is considered, the process
starts by assigning Yw = 100.0. Then, the corresponding X
and Z are also calculated employing the equations (7) and (8)
and multiplying them by 100. Here, the chromaticity coordi-
nates for the chosen white point xw and yw are employed.

Xpoint = xpoint/ypoint (7)

Zpoint = (1− xpoint − ypoint )/ypoint (8)

The equations (9), (10) and (11) below represent the par-
ticular transformation case for sRGB after having calculated
the parameters from above’s guideline [51], using D65 2◦ as
the standardized illuminant [44]. Aside, it is possible only
calculating the luminance (Y) of a certain RGB point by
performing the second operation alone, so information about
lightness is easily available, too.

X = 0.4124564R+ 0.3575761G+ 0.1804375B (9)

Y = 0.2126729R+ 0.7151522G+ 0.0721750B (10)

Z = 0.0193339R+ 0.1191920G+ 0.9503041B (11)

In order to reverse the transformation, it is performed by
multiplying the XYZ point with the inverse transformation
matrix. RG

B

 =
SrXr SgXg SbXb
SrYr SgYg SbYb
SrZr SgZg SbZb

−1XY
Z

 (12)

The last step is obtaining CIELAB coordinates. The math-
ematical theory that grounds the transformation between
CIELAB and device-dependent colour spaces such as RGB
is highly non-lineal. Furthermore, the necessity of value
normalization and scale difference between the original and
transformed space results in croppings and operation excep-
tions for the values in the low extreme of the analytic domain.
This is represented by the different equations that define
CIELAB depending on the stimuli values and its limitations
in space [35]. The main possible means for converting infor-
mation from the RGB space to CIELAB is by following the
formulae that build up the base of CIELAB out of XYZ

starting fromRGB, since it depicts absolute values, much like
XYZ [38], [52]. Thus, a non-uniform and device-dependent
space is transformed first into an independent space, and
then into a uniform and independent space [41]. The equa-
tions (13), (14) and (15) describe the process.

L∗ = 116f
( Y
Y0

)
− 16 (13)

a∗ = 500
[
f
( X
X0

)
− f

( Y
Y0

)]
(14)

b∗ = 200
[
f
( Y
Y0

)
− f

( Z
Z0

)]
(15)

The term f (q) with q = X
X0
, YY0

, ZZ0
, as stated in condi-

tions (16) and (17), describes the possible variations in the
equations of L, a∗ and b∗ depending on the value acquired
by q, which stands for the relationships between the XYZ
coordinates and their normalized values under a perfect dif-
fuser, X0,Y0,Z0, while being in the same illuminant condi-
tions. Therefore, the CIELAB formulae respond differently
depending on the position of the considered values in space
(especially for low values), and its proportion towards the
reference stimuli [35].

f (q) = 3
√
q; ∀q > 0.008856 (16)

f (q) = 7.787q+
16
116
; ∀q ≤ 0.008856 (17)

The reverse transformation, from CIELAB to XYZ,
is obtained by inverting the previous operations, as in (18),
(19) and (20).

X = g((L∗ + 16)/116+ a∗/500) (18)

Y = g((L∗ + 16)/116) (19)

Z = g((L∗ + 16)/116− b∗/200) (20)

g(q) = q3 ∀q > 6/29

g(q) = 3(
6
29

)2(q−
4
29

) else

As some last comments on the transformation procedure,
there are some important matters to consider, especially when
operating in a digital-only world, like in this presented work.
XYZ’s condition of being device independent and absolute
makes it good to be a space for storage and transmission,
albeit the need for exactly a certain combination of real
numbers to be translated into a particular colour can be a
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drawback when a broad rounding is applied on them. As long
as the concrete decimal value of XYZ is maintained, biyec-
tivity between linear RGB, and then sRGB too, and XYZ is
conserved. Having not only a device-independent, but also a
uniform space for colour information, can solve the drawback
XYZ is risked to. Due to its definition and its similar relation-
ships between colours, CIELAB allows some rounding of real
values to their direct integers without corrupting the digital
RGB value on the other end of the transformation process
and still describing absolute colours. XYZ as the intermedi-
ate step is not affected. On the other hand, since CIELAB
does not admit some colours it is important to note that any
modification performed in the information has to be in the
limits of the admitted range so biyectivity between spaces
is respected. Especially to be considered are the vertices of
the space, the RGB and YCM primaries. Their La*b* coor-
dinates are real values, so rounding them to the integer is not
recommended because the obtained value may fall out of the
admissible range, and thus correspond to a radically different
perceptual colour. The fact that there exist perceivable RGB
combinations that aren’t contained in CIELAB’s domain and
get rounded to their nearest existing value implies that it must
be assured, for biyectivity to be fulfilled, to employ a set of
colours with an unique correspondent in both ends, RGB and
La*b*.

For this work we aim to recover the final L, a* and b* coor-
dinates of the homogenised pictures in RGB for assessing
their further evolution in time. Therefore, it is necessary to
consider the outlined transformations and theories for achiev-
ing a consistent, lossless and coherent transformation of the
information in a digital context where biyectivity is assured.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
A. METHODS
It has been made clear that this paper aims to present an
improvement for the acquisition of crowdsourced images,
making sure to stay within the practical limitations of math-
ematical colour theory and technology so it can be installed
in any case. Comparable recent works [10] employed images
directly acquired from the cellphone cameras in use, with
the addition of a white balancing process using the Fiji
open-source Image Processing Package, and evaluated their
suitability for providing useful information for the mainte-
nance task by observing the colour difference between the
whole set and the colour reference they had, measuring the
information in CIELAB via a spectrometer X-Rite 518. Our
experiments incorporate the addition of a more refined inter-
mediate step between the acquisition and the digital quality
evaluation fully developed by the team behind this work.
We also perform all the steps in a digital environment and all
measures are digitally extracted, so there exists no need for
other physical equipment such as spectrometers. We perform
this as a set of operations that engulf switching from one
colour space to others and projecting all possible data combi-
nations in an image into the new defined space that is common

FIGURE 4. Our proposal for the employed colour checkerboard. The
squares depict colours that are regularly spread in space, allowing a
general calibration without incurring in possible excessive interpolation
losses in localized regions of space. The seven rectangular parts in the
middle correspond to placeholders where the material tags will be placed
in real-life scenarios.

for every picture and close enough to the reference data via
an adaptive transfer function calculated by interpolation. For
this, we define some fixed points corresponding to certain
colours in our reference colour space, and project the rest by
performing a linear interpolation between them, thus being
able to recover any colour value in the considered space
after the calibration. It is an adaptive operation that assures
a good improvement in the quality of the results in previous
approaches [10] and leaves place for further refinements and
even more improvement by proposing alternate and addi-
tional operations (figure 5).

With the target in mind of approximating this experi-
mental scenario the most to the possible real-life situation,
an controlled environment where visitors may take pictures
of the exposed heritage pieces, the following circumstances
have been enforced to be fulfilled during the course of our
experiments.

In practical cases, as they are intended to be, a necessary
condition is the complete control of lighting. Although the
availability of ideal luminaries and a totally uniform shining
would not be entirely possible, it’s adequate to have control
over the light source and angle in order to take it into account
for the implementation. Lighting modeling is not discarded
for fixing possible errors for future steps.

Aside, it is imperative to have a set of colour values of
reference in the acquisition that will serve as anchor points
for building the transfer function. In other words, pictures
need to depict a number of uniform colour samples that define
representative points in the reference colour space so the
projection and its parameters can be calculated. This issue
is solved by establishing the presence of a checkerboard with
a selected set of colours in the scenario so it can be included
in each image to be taken, as seen in figure 4.
For the outlined and effectuated experiments, pictures

depicting the checkerboard only have been taken in controlled
lighting conditions. This helps homogenising the colour
information of the matter and thus extracting a trustworthy
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FIGURE 5. The methodology followed.

CIELAB information. However, in practical cases, metallic or
chemical tags, which will change the colour of their surfaces
as indicators of degrading ambient conditions for the heritage
pieces [13], will be placed alongside the checkerboard. Even
in closed and supposedly controlled environments like muse-
ums non-favourable conditions that change the properties of
matter can take place, like excessive humidity [20] or the
presence of oxidation agents [14]. For future real life scenar-
ios of our proposal, this checkerboard plus the corresponding
indicating tags will be put next to the monitored piece, so the
atmosphere is shared by both items. The colour information
of the indicating tags will be the one employed for the proper
surveillance of their corresponding piece under preservation.

Our checkerboard consists of 60 colour patches of dimen-
sions 1 cm × 1 cm arranged on a chart with 11 columns
and 9 rows. In the middle there is reserved a free space of 7
columns × 5 rows. Here is where the indicator tags will be
placed in the future scenarios so they are included in the taken
pictures alongside the reference colours.

The employed colours in the checkerboard include regu-
larly sparse representatives of the gray range in RGB and
the L coordinate, including maximum black and white, and

the primaries red, green, blue, cyan, magenta and yellow.
The rest of colours are designed to exist in the perceptual
spaces and inside CIELAB’s borders, in order to avoid trans-
formation errors, and are combinations of equal divisions
of each RGB axis. This way it is assured that the possible
range of values is covered equally and inferring the projection
of colours not present within the set of anchor colours will
not lose much accuracy. Here resides the main difference
with checkerboards of standardized usage as the MacBeth
type [53]. Whilst those rely on showing a variety of hues
which are likely to be found in colour reproduction, such as
the primaries or skin colour, ours aims to cover the mathe-
matical space as regularly as possible for accuracy reasons,
as a mean for a general calibration.

Our checkerboard is specifically designed to encompass
the possible data range in 8-bit RGB and sRGB, covering
the whole range without the clippings the gamut followed by
UIT-R BT.709 imposes.

We have built a camera obscura (figure 6) where the
lightning conditions for the photography process can be con-
trolled. The enclosed space consists in a box covered with an
uniform black material to avoid undesired reflections with an
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FIGURE 6. Top: Our camera obscura as seen sideways. Bottom: Schematic
3D view. The checkerboard lies on the opposite side of the hole and the
camera, whilst the lighting comes from two sources below the hole.

only small opening in the middle of one of its sides, where
the camera is to be placed. In the same side there stand two
lamps INFAIMON BIBL-W100/80. On the opposed side of
the box, the reference checkerboard printed on a standard
sheet of paper is fixed.

Proceeding like this, an environment notoriously free of
lighting aberrations can be obtained, yet not of perfect condi-
tions. This allows proceeding with a set of experiments that
serves as an appropriate approach to the intended a practical
implementation. Lighting is not ideal but it is controlled, like
in the planned future environments to be exploited, and the
uniform conditions of the scenario let experimenting with the

homogenisation procedure without needing to apply further
previous lighting corrections.

The set of images used here is obtained by means of three
cameras of three different mobile phones that can be found
under public domain; this allows another degree of emulating
the conditions of a practical case: obtaining the colour cues
from cellphone cameras any visitor could have with them
during the visit to the piece. The models of the phones
are Samsung Galaxy J30, Xiaomi Redmi 4 and OnePlus 2
(figure 7).

Each camera takes 6 pictures in a row of the checkerboard
in the uniform environment of the box. Thus, not only the
variability between different mobiles can be treated, but also
a possible variability amongst pictures of the same phone can
be observed, too. This process is done twice: once with the
luminaries working at full intensity (16/16), and the other at
half intensity (8/16).

Having installed and conditioned the camera obscura in
the described way and having the cellphones ready, the image
acquisition is performed. The 6 photographs per phone and
light conditions are taken while maintaining the field and
angle, which is fulfilled by taking the pictures through the
hole.

It’s important to note that this allows emulating the final
requirement that makes the experiments outlined in this paper
analogous to the installation of our approach in real life
scenarios. When collecting data from the third parties, they
would have been previously instructed to shoot the pictures
respecting a certain distance and angle with respect to the
indicator tags and checkerboard, by fitting a frame to the
screens of their phones. This is conceived in order to get a
homogeneous flow of information, where outliers with false
or reduced information are likely to be infrequent.

After the acquisition, the designed process of calculating
the transfer function for the calibration is performed on every
component of the set images, which is digitally performed by

FIGURE 7. Examples of pictures taken with each camera. Top row depicts magnified examples for detailed observation. Bottom row shows the small
intra-camera variability for each camera set.
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means of Python 3 scripts. The described enforced conditions
in the scenario of this experimental process are sufficiently
similar to the intended real-life environments to prove that its
successful results are validated to work in soon-to-be future
installations.

B. EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS
At first, we can observe a first clue of the variability between
perceiving cameras, even with a probe set: the images taken
by each one, even having captured the same colour and
light information in the same circumstances, look different in
terms of overall luminosity and hue. From a subjective point
of view by any observer, the three sets could be ordered from
an overall darker to lighter tone sensation, as it can be seen
in figure 7.

The different lighting circumstances of the two experiment
scenarios do not alter the general sensation when comparing
the view between samples of the different cameras. The light-
ing perception discrepancies remain in both cases: a set is
perceived as the brightest, one as the darkest, and the other
lying in between.

After the acquisition is successfully fulfilled, the pic-
tures are stored for their further post-processing and their
homogenisation. The next steps of the process are digi-
tally performed employing source code files programmed in
Python 3 and image processing and analytical libraries like
OpenCV, scikit-learn or pandas.

The post-process mainly consists in operations that cover
the whole possible domain for sRGB values, considering we
assume we work with images in 8 bits due to the prevalence
of 8-bit sRGB data. Each image is separated into its three R,
G and B layers, and after their processing they’re recomposed
for the result analysis, as hinted in figure 5.

First, the exact RGB values for each colour patch in the
employed reference are known in beforehand, so they are
previously stored within the 60 anchor values [r0, r1 . . . r60].
The main operation consists in calculating a projection from
all the RGB pixel values in each image into the values of
the reference picture and building a transfer function T (x)
out of it. This is achieved by associating every anchor value
with their homologous of the checkerboard in the image
to be transformed [x0, x1 . . . x60], so the rest of the possi-
ble RGB range can be calculated via a linear interpolation
between every pair of successive points xi, xi+1 and ri, ri+1,
i ∈ [0, 60]. This approach is simple but enough considering
that the reference values ri are regularly spread throughout
the sRGB range, so there is not an extremely big distance
between each one of them. Thus, the slope of the transfer
function between each successive pair implies a trade-off
between low errors and amount of anchor values.

T (x) =


r1 − r0
x1 − x0

(x − x0)+ r0 x ∈ [x0, x1]

. . .
rn − rn−1
xn − xn−1

(x − xn−1)+ rn−1 x ∈ [xn−1, xn]

(21)

So, a projection function T (x) composed by linear slopes
between successive anchor points and their counterparts for
each single calibrating image is obtained (21), with n =
60 being the amount of colour squares. For every image
to be transformed there will be three projection functions
TR(x),TG(x),TB(x), x ∈ [0, 255]. Following the analysis of
the linear interpolations, the expression in (22) states how
to obtain any projected value for a given point (yp) when
knowing the pair of points delimiting the slope (x1, y1) and
(x2, y2) and its value to be projected xp.
Obviously, being an adaptive process, the slope and posi-

tion of the anchor points may vary on each case, too. The
application of this transfer function on the layers of every
pixel from the original RGB obtains the calibrated value for
the pixels of the final corrected image. It’s only necessary to
stack the calibrated R, G andB layers to obtain the final result.
An example of the transfer curves obtained are depicted
in figure 8.

yp = y1 + (xp − x1)
y2 − y1
x2 − x1

(22)

In the experiment, due to the non-ideal nature of the
colour patches in the employed checkerboards, because of
them being printed on paper, and the camera acquisition,
the digitally uniformly conceived patches are perceived,
when printed, as a dispersion of pixels of similar but not
equal value instead as a uniform region of a single pure
value. This could lead to problems to extract the correct
anchor value for every patch. In order to approximate the
performed experiment to the most real case, the reference
picture employed for building the set of anchor points here
is one of the pictures taken in the controlled scenario, namely
a picture taken by the Xiaomi Redmi 4 phone (figure 9). This
way the colour dispersion on each patch is maintained in the
reference and in the gathered images and the tones are assured
to lie on a realistic space, so a less extreme compensation
has to be performed. The stored anchor values will be then
either means or modes of the printed patches. This allows a
less complex interpolation calculation and projections to be
achieved. Aside, it permits avoiding the possible rupture of
biyectivity by associating many differently perceived pixels
of every patch to a unique uniform ideal value.

Since the taken pictures depict a controlled environment,
any of them is suitable to be chosen as the reference. In this
case, we chose one of the images of the intermediate luminos-
ity impression, so compensations made on the other two sets
are less complex to achieve. It needs to be said that for this
scenario only the images from the other two, non-reference
cameras, are compensated.

Under practical effects, the outlined operation works as a
post-calibration for the images. The inter-camera variation
of the obtained visual information is greatly overcome by
performing this process, since the effects and characteristics
of the transfer function will be unique and adequate to each
picture. Thus, it is suitable for colour surveillance without
relying on a single camera if needed. Aside, the possible
intra-camera variation defects can be surpassed, too.
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FIGURE 8. Examples of interpolation curves for each image layer in the case of the Samsung Galaxy J30 correction. X-axis
represents the domain of the pictures; Y-axis the reference domain. Top row: reference values and interpolation for red, green and
blue channels. Bottom row: assigned values for the whole domain for red, green and blue channels.

FIGURE 9. Results from the experiments for both cases: Samsung Galaxy J30 and OnePlus2 corrected using Xiaomi Redmi 4 as
real reference. The corrections for every set of pictures taken by each camera are analogous given the small intra-camera
variability. From left to right: reference picture, original before correction, and original after correction.

In this paper, this compensation operation is performed
twice for each image to compare different combinations:
once calculated for the digital sRGB values depicted in the
images and other for the linear, mathematical RGB values
of each patch. This means the necessity of other additional
previous transformation operations. If the compensation is
to be performed in sRGB, the image data should remain
untouched; and if the compensation is designed to be done
in linear RGB, the image data need to be transformed from
sRGB to linear RGB.

After the whole process, each of the resulting images is
analysed by means of different objective metrics. The differ-
ence between the reference colour patches and the corrected
ones is quantified, alongside the standard colour difference
following the CIEDE2000 1E00 reference formula [54],
as seen in equation (23), as shown at the bottom of the
next page. This formula calculates a distance-like metric tak-
ing into account difference values between lightness, chroma
and hue, represented by L,C and H , weighted by the S
functions and parametric factors k , and also an interactive
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term between C and H for improving its effectiveness for
the blue range, represented by RT . Some works [17] defend
the usage of the CIEDE76 difference for heritage science
instead, being it more suitable for evaluating colour changes
in the proper matter such as stone. However, in this work we
are measuring the difference between colour patches of the
reference checkerboard in CIELAB instead, regardless of the
nature of the future indicator tags. Correlations and means,
modes and standard variations and histogram representations
are calculated for each patch in order to assess the disper-
sion for each colour. This is calculated in RGB/sRGB and
CIELAB for each colour patch.

When calculating the CIEDE2000 differences between
colours, patches of the same size for every colour in the
reference and compensated images are employed, and their
mode is taken as the representative value for each patch.

Other valid objective quality measure employed is peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is taken into account in
state-of-art proposals [21]. We establish a quality compari-
son between patches of the reference image and the same
patches for the corrected ones, to assess that not only the
final retrievable CIELAB values are satisfactory, but that the
whole calibration process for all the possible pixel values is
successful and valid for its application on real scenarios.

In the end, we perform an experiment decomposed in
scenarios, whose algorithm is here outlined (algorithm 1).
We have the two different lighting conditions. Each scenario
is a combination of performing the compensations in sRGB
and linear RGB and employing as a reference the controlled
real values of a photograph of one of the sets. In order to over-
come the disparity between cameras and obtain admissible,
state-of-art results in the field of crowdsourcing information
for heritage science, this variety of experiments addresses the
logical first approaches to solve the regarded problems. The
results will be discussed in the following section.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After having performed the set of mentioned experiments and
adjustments, a resulting feedback consisting of the calibrated
pictures and a set of metrics and graphics is obtained.

When visually inspecting the received images, it can
be recognized that the overall ‘‘tone’’ has been modified
(figure 9). The generally reigning visual difference between
pictures of different cameras, seen as a lighter or darker tone,
is subverted in favour of a common look. Under a visual
subjective judgement, the tones have been shifted to match
with the given reference in each case, while respecting the
slight variance of tone for each patch of colour that is natural
for a photograph. It can be said that this process does not trim
or clip the information at assigning a new single value to a

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of the Outlined Approach
Data: Image acquired with cellphone; checkerboard

reference values
Result: CIELAB color values
Initialization: acquisition of image;
while Acquired image is unbalanced do

if Process in linear RGB then
Transform image data to linear RGB;
Transform reference data to linear RGB

else
go to next section;

end if
Split data in R, G and B layers;
Identify key values of the image with reference;
Projection curve: linear interpolation between
adjacent key values;
Apply projection to all the image data;
Stack R, G and B to form balanced image;

end while
Transform image to XYZ;
Transform image to CIELAB;
Extract key values and quality metrics;

variety of original ones; the projection assigns different pixel
values to every different pixel value in the compensation, as it
was conceived when employing as the reference one real pho-
tograph. This transfer happens almost identically with each
image of the given sets since each projection is calculated
effectively for every sample; the possible variations of the
outcome may lie on outlying colour values or saturation.
Visually, a calibration-like result is achieved and an overall
homogenisation of different visual aspects is reached. White
and black tones are saturated and the differences between
compensated patches of different images origin from pixel
arrangements or outliers.

It is also interesting to see that the two different considered
lighting conditions for the experiment, one at full intensity,
the other at half the full intensity, do not seem to be significant
when performing the projection.When inspecting the original
pictures, while it is true that the difference in intensity is
noticeable in the different sets, the adaptive nature of our
processing fixes this possible disparity as long as the light
ambiance is not aberrant to the point of introducing notorious
errors.

In order to objectively evaluate the quality of the results
given by the experiments, statistical distribution values and
measures of correlation and difference have been taken. First
of all, histograms for a square area comprising the cen-
ter for each layer for each colour patch and a surrounding

1E00 =

√( 1L ′
kLSL

)2
+

( 1C ′
kCSC

)2
+

( 1H ′
kHSH

)2
+ RT

( 1C ′
kCSC

)( 1H ′
kHSH

)
(23)
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TABLE 2. Table depicting the correlation measures by layer using representative colour values for the whole image between reference and balanced
samples.

TABLE 3. Examples of average PSNR measures.

of 35 pixels are calculated, as well as their mean, mode
and standard deviation. It is desirable for the mean and the
mode to be reasonably similar so all the pixel values taken
effectively belong to the same patch. Then, these measures
are compared between pictures of the same camera (intra-
camera) and between different cameras (inter-camera). It can
be mathematically seen that consistency and stability in the
samples has been greatly achieved. The intra-camera variabil-
ity between samples has been overcome when noticing the
extremely similar values of the histogram statistics, and the
homogenisation noticed in the visual evaluation is confirmed
by seeing that the only relevant differences lie within the
pixels resulting as outlying values during the interpolation.
Overall, the intra-class variability is more accused on stan-
dard deviation and modes values whilst means stay almost
identical. The effects and results are the same regardless on
which space the correction is performed (RGB or sRGB).
The final concrete pixel values vary in each scenario though
giving a brighter or darker tone to the images, due to the
gamma operation being performed before the compensation
or after it depending on the case, but the observed properties
stay. Nevertheless, the compensation performed in sRGB
delivers images more similar to the original reference.

Aside, an error metric in form of the CIE colorimetric dis-
tance CIEDE 2000 is taken. This formula [54] calculates an
effective weighted mathematical distance between two sam-
ples specifically for the CIELAB information, since it con-
siders its value for multiple dimensions. Being a difference
value, it is perfect for evaluating the closeness and possible

error between the same colour in two different images objec-
tively. In the performed experiments we employ the formula
to compare the homogenised results with the references, and
thus evaluate the precision of the compensation. Since the
CIELAB coordinates are our final target to get, we compare
the LAB coordinates with the distance metric. The magnitude
of the calculated distances for each colour is usually in the
range between 0.2 and 3.5, with very extreme isolated cases
reaching higher numbers in presence of outlying values.

In order to establish a valid comparison with the work
of [10], we also calculated the average difference between
each colour patch between all the balanced samples and the
reference. While their results consist in difference values
mostly superior to 5 and most of them even higher than 10,
our results, which can be verified in table (4), prove that our
added image processing technique for correction and balance
improve the quality of the information for their further usage.
From our analysed 60 patches, only 6 of them bear a differ-
ence superior to 5, and five of those are between 5 and 7.
The range of the rest of differences lies between 0 and 3.5,
and a fewer amount higher than 4. The tolerance, seen as
standard deviation from the mean differences, lies usually
between 0 and 1, and the extreme cases reaching values
superior to 3 are rarely found. A distance of 0.0 is the perfect
similitude, and the higher the magnitude the more different
the samples are. Display technology manufacturers state that
the minimal detectable difference lies between the values of 1
and 2.5.When establishing a comparison to assess the validity
of our results, it can be seen that, typically, for commercial
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TABLE 4. Statistics of average differences taking every picture and colour patch into account.
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reproduction a difference between 3 and 6 is considered
acceptable [55], so it can be said that our technique offers sat-
isfactory results to the human perception and that it features
valid results for its extensive usage for the followed aims.

In the same table we also included not only the CIEDE
2000 difference information in quantitative values, but also as
percentage scores, taking the maximum possible difference
value between the most distant opposite points of CIELAB
1Emax = 136.205 as 100%.We can see that the vast majority
of the values comprises the range between 0% and 4% of the
total possible difference.

As a correlation measure we used the Pearson coefficient,
which is effectively andwidely used for image processing and
image validation tasks. Their calculation, using modes and
means as representative colour values for all the information
in each patch, takes the information of the whole image into
account, so it has been made sure during the experiments
that the reference and the samples depict the same content
without borders and are depicted on the same resolution.
It’s calculated for each of the layers. The obtained range of
Pearson coefficients oscillates between 0.9718 and 0.9983 for
all the layers, which means an excellent degree of correlation
(table 2).

When calculating the PSNR results, they are performed
so the quality of the calibration for each colour patch can
be evaluated. Every colour square from the corrected images
is compared with their counterpart in the reference. Then,
the average is obtained for every image. Table 3 depicts
10 obtained values for the balance in linear RGB and in sRGB
scenarios. Pictures 1-6 correspond to the camera with visu-
ally brighter results and pictures 7-10 to the visually darker
original samples. It can be seen that the values surpass in
quality to state-of-art color transfer and correction referential
technique [21], up to between 3 and 9 dB more.

Lastly, some visual representations depicting the correla-
tion between original data and the homogenised information
are provided to corroborate our results in an intuitive way
(figure 10). The averages for each colour patch in every image
of the considered set with the standard deviation depending
on the pixel value variety of each are depicted in boxplot
form in a quadrant. The X-axis represents the range of values
in the original space, and the Y-axis the range of the space
of projection. The closer the boxplots are to the diagonal,
the more accurate the results of the homogenisation are, since
it achieves projecting each colour value to its counterpart. The
three coordinates L, a* and b* show that a generally good
projection is achieved, with outliers lying not excessively far
away from the diagonal. The main improvement with respect
to the previous work [10] can be observed in the a* coordi-
nate, where the correction shows all values being precisely
projected, in comparison to the original sparse boxplots. Our
work can add to the original statement that cellphones are
a potentially useful sources of measurements in L and b*
coordinates not only a better accuracy, but also amore reliable
way of providing a* coordinates in this kind of applications;

FIGURE 10. Boxplot showing the accuracy of our process, taking all the
image data from all the calibrations into account. X-axis represents the
domain of the original images; Y-axis the reference domain. From top to
bottom, information for all the L, a* and b* data. The nearer to the blue
diagonal, the more accurate the results are.

thus proving as an effective and valid solution for heritage
maintenance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STEPS
Overall, it can be recognized that incorporating our developed
image processing techniques for an adaptive white and colour
calibration and homogenisation of samples by projection and
interpolation, improves greatly the quality of the visual infor-
mation for our purposes of heritagemaintenance in controlled
environments compared to previous approaches, judging by
the displayed difference [10] and PSNRmetrics [21]. Its sim-
pleness also avoids a reinforcement of the mentioned random
uncertainty that may happen to chemical colour changes, and
lays ground for future refinements and improvements.

The results we have explained in the previous section cover
objective measures, according to the nature of our moni-
toring aims. Correlations are also calculated so the degree
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of similarity between reference and correction can be seen.
Their analysis reveals that our calibration approach offers
an excellent quality of results. The fulfilled experiments are
performed in an environment whose conditions are analogous
to real settings, so the validity of the results and the overall
approach is assessed.

Our work presents the results exclusively in an all-digital
environment, with every employed gear conceived for
8-bit perceptual and CIELAB colour spaces, including the
checkerboard and all parameters of the performed operations.
It engulfs a more concrete work environment than the pre-
viously mentioned state-of-art works, that measured mixing
spectral measurements with X-Rite and digital information
from the pictures [10]. Here we oriented our experiments
towards digital operations and the storage of the information
provided for its further usage, from the reference values to
the ending CIELAB coordinates. Acting like this we assure
the usage of the obtained information for assessing an objec-
tive measure and observation of its evolution over time in
the future system implementation, in correlation with the
conditions outlined in section II. The adaptive interpolation
will calibrate automatically the colour space and extract the
current colour of the indicator tags in the checkerboard.

We also employ a real but optimal piece of information as
the colour reference so there is no risk to incur in errors sourc-
ing from trying to reach ideality, like projecting a subrange of
values into a single one which could lead to frequency errors,
as it has been mentioned before.

While it can seem that operating in an exclusively digital
environment may cause some error in the information due
to the unavoidable discretization of information, following
the colour theory outlined above and avoiding rounding the
operations there is no risk of loss. It has to be made sure
that XYZ and CIELAB spaces define real numbers, so any
rounding may alter the integers in sRGB. Aside, knowing
there exist exact borders for the information in CIELAB,
it must bemade sure that all the colours employed exist within
its domain in order to respect the biyectivity of the overall
transformation.

The most immediate future step is the practical imple-
mentation of the explained calibration technique. The valid
results in a near-identical scenario to a controlled preservation
environment promise a satisfactory result in real contexts. For
this, a colorimetric evolution of materials for the indicator
tags will be needed and the extraction of their CIELAB values
will be compared with spectrographic measures.

Aside, our current line of scientific research seeks to
include transformations directly in the three-dimensional
color space that will provide even more accurate adjustments
and calibrations than those obtained so far. The nature of
those future transformations may extend the basis outlined in
this paper on a multidimensional level, or incur in optimiza-
tions like GaussianMixture Models or regression by artificial
neural networks.

Since it could be possible that some person could shoot
the picture with a cellphone which uses an RGB space with

a gamut wider than sRGB, it will be considered to perform
the same set of operations so all the colour data are available
in the same fixed space. Switching between spaces and oper-
ating in an absolute space will be beneficial in this kind of
situations.

Aside, taking note of the accuracy in quality of this
approach and the overall non-exppensive possibility of instal-
lation, it has to be thought of extending this implementation
of heritage preservation of any kind, not only located in
concrete controlled environments. Possible changes on the
colour distribution in the checkerboard may take place to
cover different regions of the colour spaces in usage, in order
to assure a greater accuracy in calculating unique colour
values present in different materials or lighting conditions,
depending on their chemical composition and the way their
appearance denotes their degradation under various adverse
conditions.
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